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ABSTRACT
We present SonicBOOM, the third generation of the Berkeley Outof-Order Machine (BOOM). SonicBOOM is an open-source RTL
implementation of a RISC-V superscalar out-of-order core and is
the fastest open-source core by IPC available at time of publication.
SonicBOOM provides a state-of-the-art platform for research in
high-performance core design by providing substantial microarchitectural improvements over BOOM version 2. The most significant
performance gains are enabled by optimizations to BOOM’s execution path and a redesign of the instruction fetch unit with a
new hardware implementation of the state-of-the-art TAGE branch
predictor algorithm. Additionally, SonicBOOM provides the first
open implementation of a load-store unit that can provide multiple loads per cycle. With these optimizations and new features,
SonicBOOM can achieve 2x higher IPC on SPEC CPU benchmarks
compared to any prior open-source out-of-order core. Additionally, SonicBOOM achieves 6.2 CoreMark/MHz, making it the fastest
currently available open-source core by IPC.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Superscalar architectures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As the need for general-purpose computing power increases, the
deployment of high-performance superscalar, out-of-order cores
has expanded beyond datacenters and workstations, into mobile and
edge devices. In addition, the recent disclosure of microarchitectural
timing attacks [12, 14] on speculating cores injects a new concern
into the design space. Architects must now consider security, in
addition to power, performance, and area, when evaluating new
designs.
For those studying these problems, an open-source hardware
implementation of a superscalar out-of-order core is an invaluable resource. Compared to open-source software models of highperformance cores, like gem5 [5], MARSSx86 [18], Sniper [9], or
ZSim [22], an open-source hardware implementation provides numerous advantages. Unlike a software model, a hardware implementation can demonstrate precise microarchitectural behaviors,

Figure 1: 4-wide fetch, 8-wide issue configuration
of SonicBOOM. This configuration is performancecompetitive with an AWS Graviton core.
execute real applications for trillions of cycles, and empirically
provide power and area measurements. Furthermore, an open hardware implementation provides a baseline platform as a point of
comparison for new microarchitectural optimizations.
While the growth in the number of open-source hardware development frameworks in recent years may seem to provide the

Figure 2: BOOM pipeline across BOOMv1, BOOMv2, and BOOMv3 (SonicBOOM)
solution to this problem [2, 4], most of these frameworks only provide support for simple in-order cores, like Rocket [3], Ariane [31],
Black Parrot [21], or PicoRV32 [29]. Without a full-featured, highperformance implementation of a superscalar out-of-order core,
these frameworks cannot generate modern mobile or server-class
SoCs.
Although there has also been an explosion in the number of
open-source out-of-order cores in recent years, these fail to address
the demand for an open high-performance implementation. Neither
BOOMv2 [11], riscy-OOO [32], nor RSD [17] demonstrate substantial performance advantages over open-source in-order cores. The
lack of features like 64-bit support, compressed-instruction support,
accurate branch prediction, or superscalar memory accesses, in
some of these designs further inhibits their usefulness to architects
interested in studying application-class cores.
To address these concerns, we developed the third generation
of the BOOM core, named SonicBOOM. Table 1 displays how
SonicBOOM demonstrates improved performance and extended
Table 1: Comparison of open-source out-of-order cores.
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functionality compared to prior open-source out-of-order cores.
Furthermore, the configuration of SonicBOOM depicted in Figure
1 is the fastest publicly available open-source core (measured
by IPC at time of publication).

2

BOOM HISTORY

We describe prior iterations of the BOOM core, and how the development history motivated a new version of BOOM. Figure 2 depicts
the evolution of the BOOM microarchitecture towards SonicBOOM.

2.1

BOOM Version 1

BOOM version 1 (BOOMv1) was originally developed as an educational tool for UC Berkeley’s undergraduate and graduate computer architecture courses. BOOMv1 closely followed the design
of the MIPS R10K [30], and featured a short, simple pipeline, with
a unified register file and issue queue. BOOMv1 was written in
the Chisel hardware description language, and heavily borrowed
existing components of the Rocket in-order core in its design, including the frontend, execution units, MMU, L1 caches, and parts of
the branch predictor. While BOOMv1 could achieve commerciallycompetitive performance in simulation, its design had unrealistically few pipeline stages, and was not physically realisable.

2.2

BOOM Version 2

BOOM version 2 (BOOMv2) improved the design of BOOMv1 to
be more suitable for fabrication and physical design flows. In order to be physically realizable, BOOMv2 added several pipeline
stages to the frontend and execution paths, resolving critical paths
in BOOMv1. In addition, the floating point register file and execution units were partitioned into an independent pipeline, and the
issue queues were split into separate queues for integer, memory,
and floating-point operations. BOOMv2 was fabricated within the
BROOM test chip in TSMC 28nm [6].

2.3

BOOM Version 3

BOOM version 3 (SonicBOOM) builds upon the performance and
physical design lessons from previous BOOM versions in order
to support a broader set of software stacks and address the main
performance bottlenecks of the core while maintaining physical
realizability. We identify key performance bottlenecks within the
instruction fetch unit, execution backend, and load/store unit. We
also provide new implementations of many structures which, in
BOOMv2, were borrowed from the Rocket in-order core. New implementations in SonicBOOM were designed from the ground-up
for integration within a superscalar out-of-order core.

3

INSTRUCTION FETCH

BOOMv2’s instruction fetch unit was limited by the lack of support for compressed 2-byte RISC-V (RVC) instructions, as well as a
restrictivly tight coupling between the fetch unit and the branch
predictors. SonicBOOM addresses both of these issues, with a new
frontend capable of decoding RVC instructions, and a new advanced
pipelined TAGE-based branch predictor.

3.1

Compressed Instructions

The C-extension to the RISC-V ISA [28] provides additional support
for compressed 2-byte forms of common 4-byte instructions. Since
this extension substantially reduces code-size, it has become the
default RISC-V ISA subset for packaged Linux distributions like
Fedora and Debian. These distributions additionally include thousands of pre-compiled software packages, providing a rich library
of applications to run without requiring complex cross-compilation
flows.
To support the growing community-driven ecosystem of prepackaged RISC-V software, SonicBOOM includes a new superscalar
fetch unit which supports the C-extension. SonicBOOM’s new fetch
unit decodes a possible 2-byte or 4-byte instruction for every 2-byte
parcel. An additional pipeline stage after the frontend-decoders
shifts the decoded instructions into a dense fetch-packet to pass
into the SonicBOOM backend.

3.2

Branch Prediction

Branch prediction is a critical component contributing to the performance of out-of-order cores. Hence, improving branch prediction
accuracy in SonicBOOM was a first-order concern. The tight integration between the fetch unit, branch target buffer (BTB), and
branch predictor within BOOMv2 restricted the addition of new
features and optimizations within the fetch pipeline. Bug fixes and
new features to the fetch unit frequently degraded branch predictor
accuracy between BOOMv1 and BOOMv2.
SonicBOOM’s fetch pipeline was redesigned with a more general
and flexible interface to a pipelined hierarchical branch predictor
module. Compared to BOOMv2, SonicBOOM supports a singlecycle next-line predictor, and also provides substantial machinery
for managing branch predictor state, local histories, and global
histories.
The branch predictor was re-written to integrate cleanly with the
superscalar banked fetch unit in BOOM. In BOOMv2, the banked
ICache was partnered to an unbanked branch predictor, resulting in
frequent aliasing of branches between the even/odd ICache banks

in the predictor memories. The final result was that the branch
predictor capacity was effectively halved in BOOMv2, as the misconfiguration forced the predictor to learn two entries (one for each
bank) for some branches. In SonicBOOM, the branch predictor is
banked to match the ICache.
Additionally, SonicBOOM rectifies the minimum 2-cycle redirect
penalty in BOOMv2 by adding a small micro BTB (uBTB). This uBTB
(sometimes called "next-line-predictor", or "L0 BTB") redirects the
PC in a single cycle from a small fully-associative buffer of branch
targets, drastically improving fetch throughput on small loops.
The most significant contribution to overall core performance is
the inclusion of a high-performance TAGE [24] branch predictor,
with a speculatively updated and repaired global-history vector driving predictions. Unlike BOOMv2, SonicBOOM carefully maintains a
superscalar global history vector across speculative fetches and misspeculation, enabling more accurate predictions. The SonicBOOM
predictors were also redesigned to be superscalar, as we observed
aliasing between branches in the same fetch-packet significantly
degraded prediction accuracy for those branches in BOOMv2.
SonicBOOM additionally provides new repair mechanisms to
restore predictor state after misspeculation. Specifically, the loop
predictor and return-address-stack (RAS) are snapshotted and repaired on mispredict [26]. Compared with the original unrepaired
RAS from BOOMv2, the SonicBOOM RAS achieves 10x fewer mispredicts, with 98% prediction accuracy on ret instructions.
SonicBOOM also changed the branch resolution mechanism. In
BOOMv2, only a single branch per cycle could be resolved, as branch
units must read the single-ported fetch-PC queue to determine a
branch target. We observed that this limitation limited scalability towards wider frontends with high-throughput trace caches,
as branch-dense code might include multiple branches in a fetch
packet. In SonicBOOM, we add support for superscalar branch resolution, with multiple branch-resolution units. An additional pipeline
stage is inserted after writeback to only read the fetch-PC queue
to determine the target address for the oldest mispredicted branch
in a vector of resolved branches. While this increases our branchto-branch latency to 12 cycles, the additional scheduling flexibility
provided by multiple branch units overall improved performance
on relevant workloads, as the schedulers could more aggressively
schedule branches, instead of waiting for a single branch unit to
become available.

4

EXECUTE

We provide two major new features in SonicBOOM’s execute pipeline.
Support for the RoCC accelerator interface enables integration of
custom accelerators into the BOOM pipeline. The short-forwards
branch (SFB) optimization improves IPC by recoding difficult-topredict branches into internal predicated microOps.

4.1

RoCC Instructions

The Rocket Custom Coprocessor interface (RoCC) was originally
designed as a tightly-integrated accelerator interface for the Rocket
in-order core. When implemented, the Rocket in-order core will
send the operands and opcodes of any custom accelerator instruction through the RoCC interface to the accelerator, which can write

data directly into core registers. Additionally, the accelerator can
also access ports to the L1, L2, outer memory, and MMU.
The design of the RoCC interface has proven to be very useful for accelerator research. A wide variety of tightly-integrated
accelerators have been designed for this interface, accelerating a
diverse set of tasks including machine learning [7], vector computation [13], garbage collection [15], page fault handling [20], memory
copying [16], and cryptography [23].
Nevertheless, some of the workloads accelerated by these accelerators have been limited by the performance of the host Rocket
core, as the host core must be able to fetch and issue enough instructions to saturate the accelerator. We implemented support for the
RoCC interface in SonicBOOM to provide a platform for accelerator
research on top of high performance out-of-order cores. Unlike
Rocket, SonicBOOM speculatively decodes RoCC instructions and
holds their operands in a “RoCC queue” until they pass the architectural commit point, at which time they can be issued into the
accelerator. As a result, SonicBOOM can more aggressively drive a
custom RoCC accelerator, compared to the Rocket core.

4.2

Short-forwards Branch Optimizations

A frequent code pattern is a data-dependent branch over a short basic block. The data-dependent branches in these sequences are often
challenging to predict, and naive execution of these code sequences
would result in frequent branch mispredictions and pipeline flushes.
While the base RISC-V ISA does not provide conditional-move or
predicated instructions, which can effectively replace unpredictable
short-forwards branches, we observe that we can dynamically optimize for these cases in the microarchitecture. Specifically, we
introduce additional logic to detect short-forwards in fetched instructions, and decode them into internal “set-flag” and “conditionalexecute” micro-ops. This is similar to the predication support in
the IBM Power8 microarchitecture [25].
The “set-flag” micro-op replaces the original “branch” microop, and instead writes the outcome of the branch to a renamed
predicate register file. Renaming the predicate register file is necessary to support multiple in-flight short-forwards-branch sequences.
The “conditional-execute” micro-ops read the predicate register
file to determine whether to execute their original operation, or to
perform a copy operation from the stale physical register to the
destination physical register. In the example in Figure 3, the short
basic block consisting of two mv instructions are internally recoded
as "conditional-moves" within SonicBOOM, while the unpredictable
bge branch can be recoded as a "set-flag" operation.

C
i n t max = 0 ;
i n t maxid = − 1;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < n ; i ++) {
i f ( x [ i ] >= max ) {
max = x [ i ] ;
maxid = i ;
}
}

Assembly
loop :
lw
bge
mv
mv
skip :
addi
addi
j

x2
x1
x1
a1

,
,
,
,

0 ( a0 )
x2 , s k i p
x2
t0

a0 , a0 , 4
t 0 , t 0 , 0 x1
loop :

Executed MicroOps
loop :
lw
s e t . ge
p . mv
p . mv
addi
addi
j

x2
x1
x1
a1

,
,
,
,

0 ( a0 )
x2
x2
t0

a0 , a0 , 4
t 0 , t 0 , 0 x1
loop :

Figure 3: Short forwards branch appearing in a loop to find
the max of an array. The C source, assembly, and decoded
𝜇OPs are shown.

We observe that this optimization provides up to 1.7x IPC on
some code sequences. As an example, SonicBOOM achieves 6.15
CoreMark/MHz with the SFB optimization enabled, compared to
4.9 CoreMark/MHz without.

5

LOAD-STORE UNIT AND DATA CACHE

Figure 4: SonicBOOM load-store-unit, rewritten to optimize
for superscalar, speculative, and out-of-order memory operations.
In order to maximize RTL re-use, BOOMv1 and BOOMv2 used the
L1 data-cache implementation of the Rocket in-order core. However,
we observed that this reliance on a L1 data-cache designed for an
in-order core incurred substantial performance penalties.
The interface to Rocket’s L1 data-cache is only 1-wide, limiting
throughput. On a wide superscalar core, this limitation is a significant performance bottleneck, blocking the wide fetch and decode
pipeline on a narrow load-store pipeline.
Furthermore, Rocket’s L1 data cache cannot perform any operations speculatively, as any cache refill would irrevocably result in a
cache eviction and replacement. This results in significant cache
pollution from misspeculated accesses, when used in the BOOM
core.
Finally, Rocket’s L1 data cache blocks load refills on cache eviction. Although the access latency to the L2 is only 14 cycles, the
access time as measured from the core was 24 cycles, due to the
additional cycles spent evicting the replaced line.
To address these problems, SonicBOOM includes a new loadstore unit and L1 data cache, depicted in Figure 4.

5.1

Dual-ported L1 Data Cache

To support dual issue into SonicBOOM’s memory unit, the new
design stripes the data cache across two banks. The new L1 data
cache supports dual accesses into separate banks, as each bank is
still implemented as 1R1W SRAMs.
While an alternative implementation using 2R1W SRAMs can
achieve similar results, we observe that even-odd banking is sufficient in our core to relieve the data-cache bottleneck and enables
physical implementation with simple SRAM memories. Common
load-heavy code sequences, such as restoring registers from the
stack, or regular array accesses, generate loads that evenly access
both even and odd pointers.
The remaining challenge was to redesign the load-store unit to
be dual-issue, matching the L1 data cache. The load-address and

store-address CAMs were duplicated, and the TLB was dual-ported.
The final SonicBOOM load store unit can issue two loads or one
store per cycle, for a total L1 bandwidth of 16 bytes/cycle read, or 8
bytes/cycle write.

5.2

Improving L1 Performance

In SonicBOOM, a load miss in the L1 data-cache immediately launches
a refill request to the L2. The refill data is written into a line-fill
buffer, instead of directly into the data-cache. Thus, cache evictions
can occur in parallel with cache refills, drastically reducing observed L2 hit times. When cache eviction is completed, the line-fill
buffer is flushed into the cache arrays.
The final implementation of SonicBOOM’s non-blocking L1 data
cache contains multiple independent state machines. Separate state
machines manage cache refills, permission upgrades, writebacks,
prefetches, and probes. These state machines operate in parallel, and
only synchronize when necessary to maintain memory consistency.
We also introduce a small next-line prefetcher between the L1
and the L2. The next-line prefetcher speculatively fetches sequential
cache lines after a cache miss into the line fill buffers. Subsequent
hits on addresses within the line fill buffers will cause the cache to
write the prefetched lines into the data arrays.
SonicBOOM’s line-fill buffers can also be modified to provide
a small amount of resistance to Spectre-like attacks, which leak
information through misspeculated cache refills [8]. The line-fill
buffers can be modified to write lines into the L1 cache only if the
request for that line was determined to be correctly speculated.
Misspeculated cache refills can simply be flushed out of the L1,
preventing attacker processes from learning speculated behaviors
from L1 data-cache state.

6 SYSTEM SUPPORT
6.1 SoC Integration
SonicBOOM plugs-in within the tile interface of the Rocket Chip
SoC generator ecosystem and the Chipyard integrated SoC research
and development framework. As such, it integrates with a broad
set of open-source heterogeneous SoC components and devices, including UARTs, GPIOs, JTAGs, shared-cache memory systems, and
various accelerators. These components include the open-source
SiFive inclusive L2 cache, the Hwacha vector accelerator [13], and
the Gemmini neural-network accelerator [7]. Within the Chipyard
framework, SonicBOOM can be integrated with additional RISC-V

Figure 5: Chipyard couples SonicBOOM with a vast ecosystem of SoC components for simulation and synthesis.

cores such as Rocket [3] or Ariane [31] to generate heterogeneous
SoCs similar to modern hybrid processor architectures (ARM®
big.LITTLE® , Intel® hybrid architectures). Figure 5 depicts how
Chipyard generates a complete BOOM-based SoC from a high-level
specification.
The Chipyard framework provides SonicBOOM an integrated
emulation and VLSI implementation environment which enables
continuous performance and efficiency improvements through
short iterations of full-system performance evaluation using FPGAaccelerated simulation on FireSim [10], as well as consistent physical design feedback through the Hammer [27] VLSI flow.

6.2

Operating System Support

SonicBOOM has been tested to support RV64GC Buildroot and Fedora Linux distributions. As the highest-performance open-source
implementation of a RISC-V processor, SonicBOOM enabled the
identification of critical data-race bugs in the RISC-V Linux kernel.
The RISC-V kernel page-table initialization code requires careful
insertion of FENCE instructions to synchronize the TLB as the kernel constructs the page-table entries. As high-performance cores
might speculatively issue a page table walk before a newly constructed page-table-entry has been written to the cache, these FENCE
instructions are necessary for maintaining program correctness.
SonicBOOM’s aggressive speculation found a section of the kernel
initialization code where a missing FENCE caused a stale page-tableentry to enter the TLB, resulting in an unrecoverable kernel page
fault. We are working on upstreaming the fix for this issue into the
Linux kernel.

6.3

Validation

Debugging an out-of-order core is immensely challenging and timeconsuming, as many bugs manifest only in extremely specific corner
cases after trillions of cycles of simulation. We discuss two methodologies we used to productively debug SonicBOOM’s new features.
6.3.1 Unit-testing. From our experience, the load-store unit and
data-cache are the most bug-prone components of an out-of-order
core, as they must carefully maintain a memory-consistency model,
while hiding the latency of loads, stores, refills, and writebacks as
fast as possible. We integrated SonicBOOM’s load/store unit and L1
data-cache with the TraceGen tool in the Rocket Chip generator,
which stress-tests the load-store unit with random streams of loads
and stores, and validates memory consistency. We additionally
developed a new tool memtrace, which analyzes the committed
sequence of loads and stores in a single-core device, and checks
for sequential consistency. These tools helped resolve several datacache and load/store-unit bugs that manifested only after trillion
of cycles of simulation.
6.3.2 Fromajo Co-simulation. SonicBOOM is also integrated with
the Dromajo [1] co-simulation tool. Dromajo checks that the committed instruction trace matches the trace generated by a software
architectural simulator. Fromajo integrates Dromajo with a FireSim
FPGA-accelerated SonicBOOM simulation, enabling co-simulation
at over 1 MHz, orders of magnitude faster than a software-only
co-simulation system. Fromajo revealed several latent bugs related
to interrupt handling and CSR management.

Figure 6: SonicBOOM SPEC17 IPC compared to Intel Skylake and AWS Graviton cores.

7

EVALUATION

SonicBOOM was physically synthesized at 1 GHz on a commercial
FinFET process, matching the frequency achieved by BOOMv2. We
evaluate SonicBOOM on the CoreMark, SPECint 2006 CPU, and
SPECint 2017 CPU benchmarks. For all performance evaluations,
SonicBOOM was simulated on FireSim [10] using AWS F1 FPGAs.
The FireSim simulations ran at 30 MHz on the FPGAs, and modeled
the system running at 3.2 GHz. A single-core system was simulated
with 32 KB L1I, 32 KB L1D, 512 KB L2, 4 MB simulated L3, and 16
GB DRAM.

7.1

SPECintspeed

We compare both SPEC06 and SPEC17 intspeed IPC to existing cores
for which data is available. All SPEC benchmarks were compiled
with gcc -O3 -falign-X=16, to enable most default compiler
optimizations, and to align instructions into the SonicBOOM ICache.
We compare SPEC17 intspeed IPC against IPC achieved by AWS
Graviton and Intel Skylake cores. The Graviton is a 3-wide A72-like
ARM-based core, while the Skylake is a 6-wide x86 core. SPEC17
benchmarks were compiled with gcc, with -O3 optimizations.
The results in Figure 6 show that SonicBOOM is competitive
with the Graviton core, and can even match the IPC of the Skylake
core on some benchmarks. However, we note that the difference in
ISAs between these three systems skews the IPC results.

7.2

CoreMark

We compare SonicBOOM performance on CoreMark to prior opensource and closed-source cores. While CoreMark is not a good

evaluation of out-of-order core performance [19], published results
are available for many existing cores. The results in Figure 7 show
that SonicBOOM achieves superior CoreMark/MHz compared to
any prior open-source core.

8 WHAT’S NEXT
8.1 Vector Execution
Vector (or SIMD) execution remains as an optimization path, as
most high-performance architectures provide some set of vector instructions for accelerating trivially data-parallel code. The maturing
RISC-V Vector extensions provides a ISA specification for the implementation of an out-of-order vector-execution engine within the
BOOM core. We hope to provide an out-of-order implementation
of the Vector ISA in a future version of BOOM.

8.2

9

Figure 7: SonicBOOM CoreMark/MHz compared to similar
cores. SonicBOOM provides almost a 2x IPC improvement
over BOOMv2.

Instruction and Data Prefetchers

Both L1 instruction and data cache-misses incur significant performance penalties in an out-of-order core. A L1 ICache miss on the
fetch-path inserts at minimum a 10-cycle bubble into the pipeline,
equivalent to a branch misprediction. Out-of-order execution may
attempt to hide the penalty of a data-cache miss, but the speculation depth in SonicBOOM cannot hide misses beyond L1. As L3
hit-latency is on the order of 50 cycles, BOOM needs to speculate
50-cycles ahead to fully hide the penalty of a L1 miss. On a 4-wide
BOOM, 50-cycles ahead is 200 instructions, exhausting the capacity
of the reorder buffer.
Thus, both instruction and data prefetchers are vital for maintaining instruction throughput in an out-of-order core. While SonicBOOM
provides a small prefetcher to fetch the next cache line after a miss
into the L1, a more robust outer-memory prefetcher that can completely hide access time to L3 or DRAM is desired.

CONCLUSION

SonicBOOM represents the next step towards high performance
open-source cores. Numerous performance bottlenecks introduced
by the physical design improvements for BOOMv2 were resolved,
and many new microarchitectural optimizations were implemented.
The resulting application-class core is performance-competitive
with commercially high-performance cores deployed in datacenters.
We hope that SonicBOOM will prove to be a valuable open-source
asset for computer architecture research.
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